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Seismic Signals from Asymmetric Underground Nuclear Explosions

Cecil G. DavisPh.D.
University ofCalifornia, Physics Division, MS D4(k5

Los Alamm National L.dwratmy, I% Alam.os, NW Mexico 87S44 USA

The methods discussed here, to estimate the effect on the seismic signals
from asymmetric underground nuclear explosions, depends on the use of lurge-
scale numerical codes and high-speed computers. We will di.scms the use of a
two-dirnensionul (2D) radiation diffusion coupled Eulerian hydrodynamic code
(SOIL) for the early time phenomenology. The results from this calculation are
then coupled into a 2D Lagrangian code that treats the strength of the materials
and the effects of fractures, ground reflections and spans, The final step in the
kmulation is the me of a seismic code (which uses the representation theory) to
develup the actual far field seismic signals, These calculations were run on the
CRAY YMP computers at the Los Alarms National bboratory,

The asymmetric source that we are simulating is caused by the explosion of
a nuclear device in a standard geometry 12-meter lung canister but with
complications from a partition in the canister that separates the source region
fmm the remuining volume of the air filled canister. This geomey produces a
strongly asymmetric two-lobed source in the hydrmlynumic regime,

The radiation from the source is treated in the equilibrium diffusion
upproxirnwion, This approxirnution allows fur M uppruximute tmtitment of the
wall bl(~w-(]ff, After the effects of radiation flow have abated, the rudiution is
turned off und the Euleriun hydrmlynumic calculation is continued until u time of
u few milliseconds ml before the strength ttf the materhds becttme importunt,

The results of this cukulution ure then cmJpled int{) the Lugrungiim ct)de ft~r
continutition to lute times (2 seconds), The Lagrungiun code tnuts the sttpngth of
the getdt)gicui muteriai us weli us its yield strength, porosity. fracturing, uml
sptiliing, The inititii cuiculuti[m treutml porosity us simpiy u difference (d’ the ilt
sim density W the rnrnml density of the muteriul.

Finuily the tructiuns tind displacements ulong u cylindrical suri’ww, ~wtside
the inrius[ic regitm, m u,sed us input t(} u c[de thut u,ses the reprvsrnttititm
thetmm tt) generiite seismic signuls tit teieiwismit distunces,



1. INTRODUCTION

Seismic signals gener~. d by nuclear explosions in cavities are studied using

numerical techniques and large computers tc~solve the set of nonlinear diffemmtial

equations, If the cavity is large enough, a decoupling effect occurs that decreasesthe size

of the seismic signal, If the cavity is not symmetric, for instunce, the explosion occurs in

a tunnel or long canister, the resulting signal could also be distorted in direction anti,

therefore. affect the seismic signals, We study the effect of this geometric distortion

utilizing first u 2D radiation diffusion Eulerian hydrodynamics code (SOIL), to estimtite

the early time effectts due to mdiation deposition und large shear motions in the

hydrodynamics (Section 2) and then we discus the coupling of these resu]t$ to a strength

of material Lagrangian code (CRAM, Section 3) and finally we use the,se results to

calculate seismic signals utilizing the mpresent.ution theorem (Section 4). This method of

coupling codes was tested out on a spherical cavity decoupling problem, which ulong

with resu!t$ of the &symmetric study, and our conclusions will be given in Section 5. The

results of this study show thut the effect of tin tisymmetric explosion source. of the type

modeled in this study, has no ob,servuble effect on the fur field body wuves from the

explosion, Two ftictors are responsible for this effect: the initiully asymmetric source

becomes more symmetric as the shock propagtites through the nonlineur regime; ml the

d(~minimt frequency of the fur field body wuve is low enough thut it is insensitive h)

detuils of the cxplositm source.

2. EARLY TIME MOTIONS
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Fig. 1. Density profiles at 0,1 msec and pressure profiles at 9 msec from the

SOIL calculation. The asymmetric source results from placing the explosion at

the top of the canister with u heuvy steel plate beneuth it.

geometry (32 meter rulius) was used as a test of the method, and the results from these

cidculutions will also be presented in Section 5,

3. CODE CO{ IPLING AND THE STRENGTH CALC’11LATION

Our next step in developing a seismic sigrwl from the aforementitmrd tisymnwtric

or symmetric source cidcuhitim] is to couple these results into a strength of muteriid

Lagrtingitin hydrodynamic code (CRAM). At this time most of the large mesh distortions”

from shear flow have been removed, the rtidiution trunsp(mt of the source energy htis been

ounpleted, and the effec$tsof ptm}sity h}wr been Wed by simply using B den~ity ru[i(~

uppn~ximiiti(m in thr equtiti(m of stute (4,15% porosity), The Eultritin mesh rtsults hove

t[~ be carefully ttdjwsted to the Lttgrangitin mesh to ( r U stubk regimr in ttw

gri]vituti(~nill firld bet’(wetidding the s(wrce terms to the str~ , Iield, N{mphysictil si~r]ills



could result from an improper joining of the early Eulerian results into the Lagrangian
.

mesh. This late time strength dominated regime is then carried out using CMf to 2

seconds, at which time the flow field becomes elastic, The results of displacement and

normal stresses (tractions) along a cylindrical surface located near the edge in the

Lagrangian mesh are stored for use in our next step of the calculation, The cavity shape

at the transition from SOIL to CRMA (9 msec) along with the cavity size used in the

spherically symmetric tamped calculation are shown in Figure 2.
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Fig, 2, The ~RAM grid tit the time the SOIL ctdcultititm is mupped over (9 msec,)

the initiol cu\Ity sizr used in thr sphcrkul wmrcc tamped 2D computison cakultiti[m,

40 THE SEIS!$IIC SIGNAL CALC[ILATIONS

und



V~ GnP(x, t;~)_GnP(x, t;<)* vi6iP(~, t)]d~Un(X,t)=J~[ui(~?t)*cijpq J q (1)

to develop the displacements at teleseismic distances. un(x,t) is at the observers position x

in terms of spatial and temporal convolutions of the near-field displacements ui( ~i ,t’ and

stresses 6iP(&i ,t) monitored at position ~ on the surface Z with propagation Green’s

functions GnP(x,t;~ ). The Green’s functions are the displacement responses in the n

direction at x due to point forces in the p direction at ~ . In Equation (i), v is the unit

vector normal to the surface Z and Cijpq are the elastic coefficients. For tf e ciilcul.~tions

presented in this report, the surface is a cylinder whose axis is vertical. The Green’s

functions. appropriate to :eleseismic body waves, are calculated using the methods of

Fuchs.Ql

5. CONCLUSIONS

The explositll~ simulati(ms were saved on a cylindrical suri”ace far enough

removed from the s~wrce thtit the ground motions are linearly elastic. For the test of the

rnethod.swe studied the explosion of a 150 kt source in the middle of a 32 meter radius

cavity in grtinite, The results are compared with u one-dimensi(mtd ( 1D) calculation in

Figure 3, An expl(~si(m in a scaled 6 m/Wl/3 rw.lius cuvity will show enhimcement as

(~bserved.For the c(~mparison to the asymmetric ctise we did u simulati~m f[)r the ttimped

expkmitm using the CRAM code fr(lm the beginning (ohs. Figure 2), This ctdculution

utilized iI better equati(m of stute fi~r the development of the cavity thim the tisymmetric

ctise, but included the effects {)f the surfiwe reflectitm in a mmlinei.w manner, A

u(~mpuris(mof these results. in ternls ot body wtives at vtiritms ttike[)ff tingles, is shown in

Figure 4, Bectit]se of the dit’terenctss in equtiti~ms of sttite, the body woves from the

ttimpvd chwlutitm urr ub(wt lo percent Iurger thtin the body wuves trtwn the tisyrnmetriu

cikt}lii[iotl, however they iire very similar in sh:]pr ml durtititm, Mid there is ml tippurrnt

incrvusr in vilriuti{~rt us ii tuncti(m [~t’ttike(d’t’ tingle due t(} the initiill i~sytl~n)~tii~ s~wrc’c,

There m tw~~reustms f{w this, First, tilth[~ugh the initiill s[~urce is asymmetric, nu~st td’

these eftk$ts diit~lp (mt us the sh(~ctkpropugutcs through the mmlineur regi(m, W sc~’~md,

rhr d~)n]inilnt treql]cnt’y (Jf the filr-field h(~dywLl\/e is lt~w enough th;it it is insensitive lt~

dct;lils (JIttw cxpl{~si~ms~wrcte,
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Fig. 3. A comparison of the far field seismic signals at various take-off angles as

simulated for the lDtarnped case. with an elastic surface signal added. and to the 2D

spherically symmetric 32 meter radius cavity caw. note: the enhancement as observed is

supported by one dimensional simulations.
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Fig. 4. A cmnparisml of the far field seismic signals at various take-off angles from the

tamped 2D ciikukthm (heavy line) and the asymmetric 2D cakulatitm (light line) =

described in the text.
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Stevens and staff at S-Cubed, a division of MAXWELL industries, and Wallace Johnson,

a consultant to P- 15.
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